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COVID-19:  Overview of Vaccine Development and Distribution Process
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VACCINE DEVELOPMENT
A global effort is underway to develop and
mass-produce an effective vaccine to counter
the new, deadly, and highly infectious
coronavirus disease, COVID-19. The U.S.
government has implemented Operation
Warp Speed (OWS) which aims to deliver 300
million doses of a safe, effective vaccine by
January 2021. Vaccine development often
takes 10-15 years, but OWS is coordinating
resources to create a vaccine as soon as
possible. Drug developers, research labs,
and academic institutions are now conducting
accelerated research and development, pre-
clinical studies, and clinical trials and
pursuing regulatory approvals of their
proposed vaccine candidates.
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FUNDING OVERVIEW DISCOVERY: During the discovery stage, researchers evaluate thousands
of compounds which may be candidates for potential development as a
medical treatment through four processes: (a) new insights into the
disease process enabling a road map to prevent the effects of the disease,
(b) tests of molecular compounds to find possible beneficial effects against
the disease, (c) existing treatments that have unanticipated, positive
effects, and (d) new technologies that provide new ways to target medical
products to specific sites within the body or to manipulate genetic material.

DEVELOPMENT: Once researchers identify a promising compound for
development, they conduct experiments to gather data on (a) how it is
absorbed, distributed, metabolized, and excreted, (b) potential benefits, (c)
the best dosage, (d) whether to administer the drug by mouth or injection,
(e) side effects (toxicity), (f) impacts on different groups (e.g., gender, race,
or ethnicity), (g) interactions with other drugs and treatments, and (h)
effectiveness compared with similar drugs.

Funding

Sanofi 
(France)

GlaxoSmithKline 
(UK)

Regeneron

GLOBAL COORDINATION: The WHO has developed a preparedness
plan for rapid activation of research and development activities during
epidemics and to fast-track the availability of effective tests and vaccines
that can be used to save lives and avert large scale crises. The Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation is involved in the effort to ensure low- and
middle-income countries receive a share of the vaccine doses.
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Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 7

The U.S. federal government (through the National Institutes
of Health) is a significant sponsor of biomedical research
(41%), but funding also comes from private industry (48%),
private non-profit organizations (10%), and a negligible
amount from state and local governments.
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Funding Sources
1

Non-Profit 
Organizations

Summary

CanSino
(China)

SinoPharm 
(China)

SinoVac 
(China)

Bharat
(India)

Zydus Cadila 
(India)

Gamelya Institute 
(Russia)

CureVac 
(Germany)

Vaccine R&D
3 4
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Funding

Private Investors 
& Lenders

Vektor Institute 
(Russia)

Global Coordination (including 
Fair Allocation of Supply to Low-
and Middle-Income Countries)

PRE-CLINICAL RESEARCH
Often in collaboration between drug makers
and academic research labs, researchers will
study how a drug performs in an artificial (or
in vitro) environment, such as a test tube, and
in a live plant or animal (in vivo) environment
to determine whether a drug candidate has
the potential to cause serious harm. Based
on their findings, researchers determine
which drug candidates should move to the
”clinical trial phase” for testing on people.

Joint Research & 
Development 
Agreements

Vaccine 
Candidates

Vaccine 
Candidates

In Vitro 
Testing

In Vivo 
Testing

Universities & Research 
Organizations 

(Discovery & Development)

Drug Makers 
(Discovery & Development)

TESTING: Pre-clinical studies tend to be small and evaluate
how the drug performs in (a) an artificial (or in vitro) environment,
such as a test tube or glass petri dish, and (b) in a live plant or
animal (or in vivo) environment. The purpose of the study is to
determine the drug’s toxicity or potential to cause serious harm.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires researchers to
use “good laboratory practices,” including minimum basic
requirements for study conduct, personnel, facilities, equipment,
written protocols, operating procedures, study reports, and a
system quality assurance oversight to help assure the safety of
the drug.
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Good Laboratory Practice 
Requirements 

Vaccine Pre-Clinical Testing

U.S. Food and Drug Administration
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CLINICAL RESEARCH
During the clinical trial phase, researchers
design how they will conduct the trial with
human subjects and what they hope to
achieve in the trial. Once the design is
settled and approved by the FDA, they
conduct three phases of trials on people (with
each succeeding phase having more
volunteers than the prior phase) to determine
how the drug will interact with the human
body.
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JOINT RESEARCH AND COLLABORATION AGREEMENTS: Leading
pharmaceutical companies like Pfizer, Eli Lilly, and Bristol-Myers Squibb
have made partnering with academia and other drug makers a priority by
combining their resources with medical researchers’ early studies to drive
product development. A pre-competitive research alliance or collaboration
facilitates deep research into narrow aspects of disease, channels basic
lab work research so that it leads to clinical research with real-world
application, spreads the significant cost of research, and establishes
shared facilities, geographically defined co-marketing arrangements, open-
source innovation portals, and sharing of best practices.

Design Phase Phase 1 Trial Phase 2 Trial Phase 3 Trial

Design Clinical 
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Plan of Clinical 
Research Study
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New Drug (IND) 
Application for 
FDA Approval

9

Human Subjects 
(20-100 Healthy or 

Diseased Volunteers)

CLINICAL TRIAL PROTOCOLS: Before clinical research
begins, the researcher or manufacturer must develop a plan of
study (or protocols) that states (a) the objective of the study and
the research questions to be answered by the trial and (b) the
mechanics of the study, such as the criteria for selecting
participants, the number of participants, the length of the study,
whether there will be a control group (to limit bias), how the drug
will be given to the participants and at what dosage, the data to
be collected, and how the data will be reviewed and analyzed.
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IND APPLICATION: Drug developers (or their sponsors) must
submit an Investigational New Drug Application (IND) to the FDA
for approval before commencing the Phase 1 trial. The
application includes (a) animal study data and toxicity data (side
effects that could cause harm) from the pre-clinical research, (b)
manufacturing information, (c) data from any prior human
research, (d) the clinical trial protocols, and (e) information about
the investigator.
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Conduct Small-
Scale Study for 

Safety and Dosage

Conduct Moderate-
Scale Study for 

Efficacy and Side 
Effects

Conduct Large-Scale 
Study for Efficacy, 

Safety and Adverse 
Reactions 

Human Subjects 
(Up to Several Hundred 
Diseased Volunteers)

Human Subjects 
(300-3,000  Diseased 

Volunteers)

70% Move to 
Next Phase

25-33% Move 
to Next Phase

10% Move to 
Next Phase

PHASE 1 CLINICAL TRIAL: During Phase 1, researchers test a new drug in
healthy volunteers (usually 20-100 individuals) to gather information about
how the drug interacts with the human body. Researchers adjust doses of
the drug to determine what the body can tolerate and its acute side effects.

PHASE 2 CLINICAL TRIAL: During Phase 2, researchers administer the
drug to a few hundred patients with the disease. These studies are not
large enough to determine if the drug will be beneficial, but they provide
researchers with additional safety data and are used to refine research
questions, methods, and the design of the Phase clinical trial.
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PHASE 3 CLINICAL TRIAL: Phase 3 studies are designed to determine
whether a drug is beneficial to a specific population. These studies involve
300 to 3,000 diseased participants and provide safety data, including less
common side effects that could go undetected in earlier trials.

Approval

File Application 
to Market New 

Drug
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Post-Market Safety 
Monitoring Study for 
Safety and Efficacy

Human Subjects 
(Several Thousand  

Diseased Volunteers)

NEW DRUG APPLICATION FOR FDA APPROVAL: Once the
developer believes a drug is safe and effective based on prior
testing, it files a new drug application (NDA) with the FDA. The
application must include all reports on studies, data, and clinical
results about the drug. The application must also include
proposed labeling, safety updates, drug abuse information,
patent information, and directions for use.

PHASE 4 CLINCIAL TRIAL FOR POST-MARKET SAFETY MONITORING:
Clinical trials provide important information about a drug’s efficacy and
safety, but it is not possible to have complete information about the safety of
a drug at the time of FDA approval. Therefore, to get a full picture of a
drug’s safety, the FDA will review reports on the drug during a ”post-market”
safety monitoring period. In addition, once the FDA has approved the drug,
the drug developer must conduct a Phase 4 trial during the post-market
safety monitoring period to further track the drug’s safety and efficacy.
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FDA REVIEW AND APPROVAL: The FDA review team
evaluates the NDA, inspects the research site, and prepares a
recommendation for senior officials. The FDA usually takes 12
months to decide whether to approve a drug as safe and
effective for its intended use, but it may conduct a fast track
review (not to exceed six months) if the drug treats a serious
condition (like COVID-19) and fills an unmet medical need. The
FDA has said a vaccine would need to prevent or reduce the
severity of COVID-19 in at least 50% of patients to be approved.
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U.S. Food and Drug Administration

Review and 
Approve IND 
Application

FDA APPROVAL OF IND APPLICATION: Before it grants approval to begin
clinical trials, the FDA seeks to protect volunteers from unreasonable and
significant health risk in clinical trials. An FDA review team (consisting of a
project manager, medical officer, statistician, pharmacologist, pharma-
kineticist, chemist, chemist, and microbiologist) has 30 days to review the
IND application. If the team is not satisfied, the FDA will issue a clinical hold.
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VACCINE MANUFACTURING
Because billions of doses of the COVID-19
vaccine are needed, more production plants
will be needed to fill global demand. It is
estimated that $5.3 billion will be required to
scale up vaccine manufacturing, including by
building specialized production plants.

SUPPLY CHAIN: Approximately 80% of the basic components,
known as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), used in all
drugs consumed in the U.S. come from China and India.

Chinese Active 
Pharmaceutical 

Ingredient 
Suppliers

Indian Active 
Pharmaceutical 

Ingredient 
Suppliers

MANUFACTURER INSPECTIONS: FDA officials conduct
inspections of drug manufacturing facilities to ensure that drug
makers are following good manufacturing practices and can
shut down a facility if minimum standards are not met. The FDA
announced it will suspend inspections of facilities used to
produce the COVID-19 vaccine to accelerate production.

Drug Makers 
(Sanofi Inactivated Vaccine Production Process)

McKesson 
(Primary)

AmerisourceBergen
(Secondary)

HHS CONTRACT WITH McKESSON: HHS will pay McKesson, as central
distributor, $178 million to deliver 300 million doses of future COVID-19
vaccines and related supplies to point-of-care sites across the U.S.

HHS CONTRACT WITH PHARMACIES: HHS has contracted with CVS
Health and Walgreens to administer, at no charge, COVID-19 vaccines to
elderly and staff in any of the 15,000 U.S. long-term care facilities and
35,000 U.S. assisted living facilities that opt into the program.

Transport and 
Distribution

Selected 
Medical 

Equipment 
Supplies

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SUPPORT: The Defense Logistics Agency of
the DoD will provide logistics, contracts and administrative support to the
distribution process. CDC will use its “VTrckS” tracking system to manage
the distribution of the COVID-19 vaccine more efficiently.

DISTRIBUTION AND REFRIGERATION: All injectable vaccines
will require some refrigeration (typically 2-8ºC). Some will
require ultra-cold freezing at -70ºC (or -94ºF), and very few
freezers are capable of maintaining that temperature. Ultra-cold
freezing must be maintained throughout the entire distribution
network from transport to storage to pharmacy. Everyday
pharmacies are unlikely to be equipped to stockpile large
quantities of vaccines that require cold storage, so the vaccine
will have to be dispersed at centralized sites with adequate
equipment and high throughput. In addition to freezers, dry ice
and cold-resistant glass vials to handle a frozen vaccine will be
in short supply.
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PRIORITIZATION: Because limited doses of the Covid-19
vaccine will be available (especially those vaccine candidates
that must be kept frozen at -70ºC), state governments (following
CDC guidance) will allocate the initial doses of the vaccine to
the most vulnerable populations, beginning with healthcare
personnel, other essential workers, persons with high-risk
medical conditions, and older adults.

CVS Health
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to Individuals
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18 18 TYPES OF VACCINES: Traditional vaccines are dead or weakened
molecules (called antigens) that trigger or induce white blood cells in the
body’s immune system to create antibodies that latch onto the virus and
neutralize it. The four types of conventional vaccines are:
• Live or Weakened Vaccines: drug makers create a weak form of the virus to induce the

creation of antibodies (i.e., a virus that reproduces so poorly inside the body that it
does not cause disease but reproduces just enough to induce the creation of
antibodies to protect against future infection);

• Inactivated Vaccines: drug makers inactivate or kill the virus with a chemical and use
the resulting dead virus to prompt the creation of antibodies so the virus cannot
reproduce;

• Toxoid Vaccines: drug makers remove part of the virus and use its toxins to generate
an immune response targeted to the part of the virus causing the disease; and

• Bacterial, Recombinant or Conjugate Vaccines: drug makers use proteins or other
pieces of the virus (e.g., the “sugar coating”) to generate an immune response.
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U.S. Food 
and Drug 

Administration

Manufacturer 
Inspections
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Physical, Mobile and 
Drive-Thru Clinics

Cardinal Health 
(Secondary)

VACCINE DISTRIBUTION
Once the vaccine has been produced in
adequate quantities, the federal government
will likely purchase all available doses and
centralize distribution through wholesale
distributors to the states to coordinate
vaccinations. The vaccine must be
transported from the manufacturer’s facility
through a ”cold chain network” of planes,
trucks, warehouses and storage facilities at
pharmacies that are outfitted with ultra-cold
freezing containers, which are in short supply.

VACCINATION
Because the vaccine will be in limited supply,
at first (with billions of doses needed), each
state will administer the vaccine based on
priorities established by state executives.
CDC guidelines recommend that healthcare
workers and first responders receive the first
doses, followed by other at-risk populations
and essential workers.
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VACCINE DOSES: Two shots of live or toxoid vaccines,
separated by a month (with a first “primary” shot and a second
“booster” shot) can provide lifelong immunity. Inactivated and
bacterial/viral vaccines require several doses over time.
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Timeline: 2 years (6 months stretch goal)
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FDA APPROVAL
If the drug developer has evidence from its
early tests and pre-clinical and clinical
research that a drug is safe and effective for
its intended use, it may file an application to
market the drug. After a thorough review of
all data, the review team makes a decision to
approve the drug within a year but may
conduct a fast track review in emergencies.
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BARDA

20

Plant 
Funding
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BARDA FUNDING: BARDA has pledged to help fund the scale
up of manufacturing in the U.S.

Step 6

State 
Governments

Rules for 
Prioritizing 

Vaccine 
Delivery

MONOPOLY AGREEMENTS: The federal government has preemptively
paid, under monopoly agreements, for doses of various vaccine candidates
in order to avoid domestic shortages once the vaccine receives FDA
approval, including (a) $375 million for Eli Lilly to provide 950,000 doses, (b)
$450 million to Regeneron for 300,000 doses of two powerful antibodies, (c)
$2.1 billion for Sanofi/GlaxoSmithKline to furnish 100 million doses, and (d)
$1.95 billion for Pfizer/BioNTech to provide 100 million doses.
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HERD IMMUNITY: When a certain percentage of a population has been
vaccinated or is otherwise immune to a disease, those who are not immune
gain protection because further outbreaks are unlikely (“herd Immunity”).
Scientists are divided about how much of a population must have COVID-
19 antibodies to prevent new outbreaks, with estimates ranging from less
than 50% to over 80%.
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REFUSAL TO VACCINATE: Certain groups will choose not to get the
vaccine for various reasons, including perhaps false conspiracy theories,
politicized mistrust of the government, or fears of pharmaceutical corporate
power.
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Timeline: 2-4 years (6 months stretch goal)

Timeline: 5 years (1.5 years stretch goal)
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Timeline: 1 year (6 months stretch goal)

Timeline: 2 years (3-6 months stretch goal)

Timeline: 3-6 months (1 month stretch goal)

Total Timeline: 10-15 years (1-3.5 years stretch goal)
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Vaccination Timing

Healthcare Workers / 
First Responders

Key Government /   
Essential Workers

Healthy 
Children

Elderly / High 
Risk Adults

Healthy 
Adults

University of 
Montana Center 
for Translational 

Medicine
Icahn School of 
Medicine at Mt. 
Sinai, New York

University of 
Texas at Austin
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Centers for 
Disease Control 
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(CDC) (Disease 

Prevention Guidelines)

U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services 
(HHS)

Biomedical 
Advanced Research 

and Development 
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(Funding)

U.S. Dept. of 
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(DLA))
(Logistics and 
Distribution)

Funding

National Health Agencies
(e.g., U.S. National Institutes of Health)

Post-Market Safety 
Monitoring; Phase 4 Trial 
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